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'STUDENT LAl'N'ER' REPRINTS
SPEECH BY UM LAW SCHOOL DEAN

MISSOULA-"Student Lawyer," a publication of the law student division of the American Bar
Assbciation (ABA),. has reprinted in its November edition the ·· text of an address by

Robert E. Sullivan, dean of

the University of Montana School of Law.

Sullivan presented the paper during a panel discussion at the annual meeting of
the ABA in San Francisco.

Sullivan supported the activist view in

a discussion

entitled "Judging the Judges." Charles Gould, publisher of the San Francisco Examiner,
authored the companion article and supported the traditionalist view.

Other panel

members included Moses Lasky, San Francisco attorney, and John McKenzie, a reporter
for the Washington Post assigned to covering the United States Supreme Court.
Sullivan, in defining activist, said "It requires considerable sophistication
in the law to understand that •traditional' or 'activist' as applied to courts is an
evaluation of judicial restraint and not the delineation of an 'estab 1ish-r··Lr t'
distinguished from a 'free wheeling' court.
activism within the discipline of the law.

as

Judicial restraint is measured as
It is effecting change within the framework

of established patterns--an interweaving to fill the gaps and provide the connecting
links.

It is the strong judge who relies on precedent and who exercises creative

power but within the parameters of his limited role."
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Tim Ayers, editor of the "Student Lawyer," said in a letter to Sullivan,
permitted
American Bar Association very kindly
·;
us to reprint your excellent analysis
the role of the courts which you gave at the annual meeting of the ABA."
more
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Sullivan contends in the article, "Law schools should provide an .cnvi'ronment
in which students may develop an understanding of the nature and function of law. the
interaction of courts, legislatures and administrative agencies as sources of law and
the function and responsibilities of lawyers as officers of the courts, as a part
and
of, I apart from, the attorney-client relationship. It is a truism that there is
4

certainty in the law.

But law is not static.

It is in a continous process of growth--

and of change."
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